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About This Game

Razor2: Hidden Skies Razor2: Hidden Skies is a top view shooter. The game has the style of successful classic arcade games,
while using the latest technology to create great visuals and effects. An old-school game with all new technology. Razor2 has

easy gameplay, while challenging your skills with hundreds of enemies and bullets threatening you all the time. The soundtrack
is another great feature, Razor2 uses classic orchestrated music, composed especially for the game.

Razor2 includes ten achievements and world records. Do your best, and place your name on the best players ranking. Play hard
to win titles such as the Destructor, shooting down 4000 enemies, or the "almost impossible" Ace Pilot, completing the game

without using any continues.
Key features:

Shoot them up (shmup)

Eight levels

Fifty different enemy waves

Incredible Boss fights

Weapons and equipment upgrades

Three difficulty levels
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World and local Records

Ten medals and achievements

Great graphics, art and shaders

Easy and amazing gameplay

Awesome orchestrated music
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Title: Razor2: Hidden Skies
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Invent4 Entertainment
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2010
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Cool Game, Fun, but unable to save... If you want to start over every time try it.... Too repetitive.. I give this a conditional
thumbs up.

Pros:

 Amazing graphics

 Decent music, though I turned it off and usually play with iTunes in the background.

 Interesting puzzles, especially the round ones at the end of each section that require you to rotate the puzzle to
place the pieces. I wish there were more of these.

Cons:

 Game only allows you to see five pieces at a time. Would be nicer if you could sroll through all the pieces
in a puzzle, or maybe a shuffle button would be warranted and make the time challenges a more feasible
aspect of the game.
Overall a fun and relaxing game. Would be a great game to let your kids play as well.
7.5 \/ 10. Pay to win dlc, also barely makes difference.. It is very hard
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Not bad! Its good Tower Defense game.. Have a potencial!!. Lots of plot. Roller coasters have been my favorite thing so far in
virtual reality, and at this time this is my favorite roller coaster. Even if the lofty goal of many more tracks is never realized, the
price is decent for a few minutes of thrills.

(Regarding future tracks... I beg you... add more loops. More loops. MORE LOOPS!). The train itself has great detail, but from
my experience suffers from a lack of proper beta testing. The In-Cab speed display does not show any sort of speed restrictions,
making playing any scenerio with them, or any case where you have to follow signal speed almost impossible. The scenerios also
lack testing, I was unable to complete The Long Shot without getting suprise speed limit changes. These are things that should
be picked up before release.

The train itself is very well detailed otherwise, but these small things really bring down the overall experience, and I hope DTG
investigates and fixes these bugs.

Update: I've submitted a ticket back on 4\/30 and have had no response from DTG yet about these issues.. good game to waste
time on however there are many glitchs to fix for example units getting struck in rivers after making pontoons and getting killed
but otherwise amazing game. Farewell, old friend.
You were good, real good, maybe even the best.

We'll miss your amazing games, stories and characters.
Hope you guys the best. <3. Ok i bought it for you guys.
Never, never buy this : it opens in a stamp screen and you cannot see anything, the intro is spamming you, yes you can read all
the team names ... well you will become mad after the first minutes. If you have not saved, gl, you will have the same opening
again.
 First combat ; nothing, totally bugged, it resolved without me seen anything, clicking as mad on space or backspace, no effect.
Succeeded to open it in full screen by clicking right on the window. Ahh noticed you can open the option with the F1 key, hope
it can help people having yet bought the game.
Playing it is not so bad if you have solved all above. Combats remind me my firsts games in the 1990'.

 I spent 9 euros to tell you that, thank me and have a better luck. Really, you think this to be sold on steam ?. I'm shocked to see
how addictive this little game is considering it's price tag. Sure it has a few flaws, but the fact that I spent 8 hours of play time in
1 sitting kind of says a lot about how good this game is. It's regular price is only $4 and it goes on sale for like half that on
occasion.

The difficulty curve seems to be well balanced in a way that it's constant and kind of time oriented (meaning the less patient you
are, the more difficult it'll be). The game seems to be very stable, no crashes or even a hint of a glitch anywhere yet. The game
is widescreen only and at low resolution, though it looks fine for what it is and it plays fine on my 4:3 monitor too.

I highly recommend this game to anyone looking for an enjoyable time consuming game.. Lives up to its name. Finally a game
whose main character I can relate to. In fact if he says "in fact" one more time I'm going to break something.
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